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穿越日常的凝思 │ Nicholas Hughes 的鏡頭哲學
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用鏡頭打開意義框限
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Through these works my aim was to provide an emotive
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and atmospheric lament for that deeply ingrained aspect
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may, in contemplating these visual idylls be exhumed.

וŊᆯᣅʴ༴ᇓ⤐ϝᣅ֬⩽იञȮⳭӷᗖ㓿᱿Ӑ

ɺΤ˫ר༴Ớᅩ←Ȯᛜʱ᱿Ⳍಙᛧℷʁ͗᱿

These works act as a plaintiff call for that which can be

ඎଶᓝŊ͐֬⩽⎞⤐≛ʠ⿵ᮟᮝҠ㏦ȯߌᔍŊ
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to find. Resolving to spend endless days waiting in a familiar

dpi : In the collection of “In Darkness Visible” especially the

a good way to settle my senses.

͗᱿ӠൔŊѢᾷ߱⽷ㆊʑྐྵྯ᱿˜ᤋᆯˀ҂ដ

to restore a sense of the natural in this cultivated, somewhat
synthetic city ‘wilderness’.

of the human psyche, our deeply held association with
the primeval forest as spiritual home, which is lost, but

regenerated. During this period I was going through a
good deal of change in my life in which stillness was hard
vantage point for moments of light to reflect this desire was

∑Ŋ≟וᆯ͐ʠᑁሔᆪȯ

日常的凝思

work inverts the decorative Arcadian layout in an attempt

Verse I, despite contrast between the dark and the misty

Nicholas Hughes的鏡頭哲學

dpi : As a photographer, you express the scenes reflected

light, your works still capture an incredible sense of stillness.

In Verse II the framing of the camera helped to reduce

in your eyes as well as in your mind. What’s the scene you

Would you please talk about this series of works? What

the ‘noise’ of distraction whilst still portraying the swirling

would like the viewers to catch in your pictures?

inspired you to do such a theme?

wild morass of life, indecision, strife, entrapment and the

Nicholas : There is a variation around a theme within my

Nicholas : In reaction to media led sensory anaesthetisation,

possibility of change. The observation of deep swirling

work – essentially I am searching for visual representation

and worn by the inadequacy of late political rhetoric,

chaos with shafts of enlightenment impresses one with a

of the human relationship to nature. The majority of my

my intention in Verse I was to construct a forest from

disarming sense of frailty. In the face of this awesome power

landscape work purposely seeks to exclude any signs of

accumulated memory and the ghosts of trees. The city park

we are left nurturing a tender hope for light within the

our existence, preferring instead to concentrate on that

offers an escape valve – a window leading the weary city

ensuing darkness. One recognises the possibility of slowing

which resides in the psyche. You could say that I wish to

dweller to reconstructed, consumable nature. Having spent

down, and discovers the still small voice of calm that in the

make an impression wider than the framed image itself -

a period of two winters’ visiting a central London park this

darkness may yet be visible.

something that resonates with the viewer – Ideally work that
will engage a level of contemplation - of silence. There is a
level of ambiguity rather than too fixed a meaning.

以哀悼的凝視
聆聽黑暗中微小聲音
߱ơIn Darkness VisibleƢ᱿ Verse I ₇ӬʑŊ˟
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All work reproduced is © The artist and with the
permission of the PhotographersƠ Gallery, London and
the Nailya Alexander Gallery, New York.
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ƦIn Darkness Visible #1 (Verse II) 2006

ƦEdge (Verse II) #19 - 2005

ሯ߱ 2007 ౺ᅠߡ᱿ PhotographersƠ

the expense of corporate profit led him into fundraising for

Gallery ⎠ⲄΤːଭȮ2006 ౺˫ơEarthƢ₇Ӭ

an environmental pressure group. Increasing awareness

אԽ̆ंㅺ᱿ Fotofest キ౺ଭŊ˫ ד2005 ౺

recognition through recent selection as the featured artist in

ଢߡもჶഛଭŊ̳ٴЈߡטもᵠᲿȯ˟ⅶᆯ߱

a solo show at the Photographers’ Gallery in London (2007)

Festival in Seoul (South Korea) 2005. Currently his work is
included in the Victoria and Albert museum’s contemporary

InternationalȮ˫ דthe Photographer ʑȯ

was not until completing a formal photographic education
Communication in 2002, preceded by a first class Bachelor
of Arts degree in 1998 that he realised his vocation as a
photographic artist.

| dpi

Paris.

through a Master of Arts degree at the London College of

˟আ૪˫ჶഛℋᮝ᱿छบȯᅽ౺ᆹቅଔଃ᭔

2009

from 2009–10. His work has also been seen at the world’s

Although beginning to make photographs in his youth, it

᱿ЗႩણずરໞᔌೣ᱿ჶഛᄞ⋀ȯ1998 ౺᱿ᆹα

10

selection for the Histories of Photography exhibit in London
major photographic art fairs in Los Angeles, New York and

Nicholas ߱ 1963 ౺ᮝᅠߡӴᙬŊѢᾷヾ౺

ːㆩᶝࣺ᱿ಙŊߌᔍআཞჶ߸ᇓȯ

in 2006 as well as in ‘Landscape’, the 5th International Photo

ോߡȯ̳ٴሯӤᱸ߱ॖ Next LevelȮHotshoe

Nicholas Hughes was born in Liverpool (GB) in 1963.

ࣀʙ∑ᮟᮝᏎञ⎟⬶Ŋߌᣅᛖ⤌ञ⎊ᤋ᱿⋷⎞

and as an exhibitor at ‘Earth’ The Houston biennial Fotofest

ጁ⚄⣫֡᱿ನ᭺ᦲȮߡ᱿ᙹ୮ℬŊᬟं≛

info@nicholas-hughes.net
www.nicholas-hughes.net

ᆹቅଔআჶഛŊ̟ᆯ˟᳅ӷ 2002 ౺༇߱ρᄦ

landscape.His work has gained increasing international

˫ơLandscapeƢ₇Ӭ̳߱֡ㅏ㈪ᦲאԽὮʽ
ཞ˟ᯍʁ⚠᱿ἇ⿵ŊʃᾷᆯρᄦఱʑൔȮ

Nicholas Hughes

of the fragility and preciousness of nature drew him to the

The Solo Exhibition of Nicholas
Hughes – ơFieldƢ
Place: The Photographers' Gallery, London.

Hughes became interested in environmentalism at an
early age and seeing how the natural world suffered at

Date: Nov 3rd - Dec 13th
ƦIn Darkness Visible (Verse I) #11 - 2007

ƦIn Darkness Visible (Verse I) #10 - 2007
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穿越日常的凝思 │ Nicholas Hughes 的鏡頭哲學
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ƦEdge (Verse II) #12 - 2005

ƦEdge (Verse I) #29 - 2003

ƦEdge (Verse I) #14 - 2002
dpi : “Edge” is totally different. In this series, you have again made a lot of ocean based
imagery but on this occasion the surface of the water is bright and light as opposed to
that of “In Darkness Visible.” What is the concept behind this series and what is the work
about?

極簡的視線邊緣

Nicholas : Looking back at earlier work it is easier to determine progress made and how
interests have evolved – on one level in retrospect I see within this work (Edge Verse
I) a start-point to my interest of working within a strictly defined location. Here I have

ơEdgeƢⳆ₇Ӭ᱿̳ٴԅᕗⰱᅽቅŊߌᔍㆴӛʴ˟ᮝ᚜⎟⬶រջ᱿₇Ӭ̳ٴŘᆯɺΤ⬚㔄Ŋ

continuously revisited a beach familiar from childhood where aspects of minimalism

ഺⳆ₇ӬআŊHughes আἼ߱ߗહ߸ࡍἇ⿵Ⳗ⠗ჶഛ᱿డ̳ᑁೣǖǖ߱Ⳇ₇ӬʑŊ˟ו⣰
ʴɺΤ⎞ὄ౺֬⩽ʑബ̙᱿ᙹⴗȯʏʈŊ˟༴߱ơImmaterialƢ₇Ӭʑଭ᱿ỚᏎ

learnt through my ‘Immaterial’ studies have been translated to an outdoor environment

ᙜㆺ

and I have also stretched my creative response to aspects of colour in relation to

ጁᮢ͗ⱧջơEdgeƢⳆ₇Ӭ̳ٴʑ᱿क᭔ࣀ⚠Ŋೖଭʴℨ⎞⏨ഔʠ⿵᱿〦ȯơEdgeƢ

emotion. The title of ‘Edge’ refers to the 19thC British landscape painter William Turner’s

ⳆΤờᆯྖᮢ⎊ 19 ʊ₊ߡ߸ᇓᯉ William Turner ⦦⳧᱿ȵⴈൡ᱿ⴗℳȶɺ⥱ȯⳆ₇Ӭ̳ٴ

concern with depicting ‘The edge of oblivion.’
Whilst this work takes its place at the edge of shores or contemplates the distant horizon,

ᆯ༴⣶ℬહ┮߱ᙹ୮᱿ⴗℳŊӐ⣶ᅞ᱿߸౹ℬȯ⤌ଔЭ߱Ӑ⣶┮⇵㈸Ṙ⥾ʃቛ᱿ᲵㆊŊ߱

there is a feeling that there is a limit to the perpetuation of the Romantic myth. Whilst

⡹Ŋ⇾㓚ͩᤋએ߱Ŋ≟⎞ໟΩ᱿ቍ͗˅ሳ߱ⴈൡ᱿ⴗℳȯʝ˫͗⩽┮ൔ・ᔖ⚠᱿ᙹŊ߱

beauty still exists, its future and ours may be on the verge of oblivion. The ocean, a

᷊ୡᖸዀ┮᱿Ȯ⡕ᶝࣺ᱿⣶⸆ⴗ᮹ʀŊᮟᮝʴ Turner ⦦᱿Ớⴈൡ᱿ᙰឫᏕ൳ȯ

traditional provider of mental release, is contaminated by detritus, which destroys our
vision and thereby the Romantic notions of Turner’s oblivion.
ƦNicholas Hughes Edge (VerseII) #4 2004

12

2009
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用影像「消化」一個地點
ଃ˟͗⦦Ŋࡣ᱿డ̳ᑁೣᆯ⩕ɺ₇Ӭ᱿ഛЭら

⥓Э In Darkness Visible ᱿ Verse I Ⳇᑂ᱿̳

┮߸㔄⎊⠗រջŊ˫ɺ₇Ӭ᱿̳ٴሳ␕

ٴᮢᕗⰱᄲ̤᱿ᅞೣ͗ϝሳᕗⰱૌᆞŊʃ⳧ᤀ

॑˟ಂ౺᱿ᆹ⿵ȯ̳ٴ₇Ӭ⯿⋱רሳ⥆⻞ʁ

ᘍҪӛ˟บⲲᖣ᱿ỚሩᣅӐ⎐᱿ഛЭȯ

hence my latest works are my preoccupation at present
or those yet to come. I often feel restless about what is
next….Achievement wise - the first section of In Darkness
Visible – Verse I, presented me with the greatest challenge
and through that process they occupy a space of special

ɺΤ߸ᇓᨊ๗᱿ᄊ⩐Ŋ̟ᆹⳆ̳ٴ₇Ӭ᱿
dpi : It seems that each theme in your series of works

interest to me. This was a very intensive study involving

often took you several years, like “Edge” for 4 years and

much time and experimentation with exposure. It has

“In Darkness Visible” for 3 years. How do you develop the

been important to me presented with the powers of the

themes for your series? Do you have the theme first then

digital revolution to find new language within the analogue

take the pictures with the theme, or vice versa?

format. Perhaps producing work as in this series through

Nicholas : It is essential for me to let a sequence of images

digital means may have been easier but it would not

evolve from a location. This may be a consequence of

represent the quieter more disciplined response that I

˫ŊHughes ⦓ᣅ˟߱ϝ᱿ʶʏᆯ܈

a change in physical location but equally development

aimed for.

₊⻞ɺΤએ߱᱿҆ℬഐ㋤Ŋ≟ᆯॖ̬ջⳆΤ

of a concept and constructing my mental response to

Ꮥ൳⎞˟̳ᣅԡ̳≛ȮߊະⳆˀᄊ⩐᱿ൔࣀʬ
ᑂらʠᱹଭȯߌᔍŊ˟ᆯら┮ᆹ⿵Ȯખῃ᱿⩐ջ
߱ȵؚᄇȮᚉջȶɺΤ߸㔄ȯⲿ⳧Ⳇᑂྃ↲᱿⤐
ૣ⎊˟⳧⭪˫רన⯿᱿ඎℋ̤⇦ŊⳖҘⳆΤ߸
㔄Ŋᤋരⲿ⳧૪㊹⩕Ⳇˀ₪ቨរջໞᅘ᱿Ҫȯ

ʙ㆛ȯ˟⦓ᣅᮢ⽷ㆊ⎞ᇯŊᆯ˫רⰱᅠᯉ
Ŋ␕ሩ᱿⳧Ễ⚠₪ቨ᱿⠧ȯ

an environment. It is significant to absorb a place over
time and through seasons. I have my existing concerns,
through observation I search for entry points that cross my
philosophical stance and through experiment I seek to

Hughes ⦦⎊నଃᅠȵʁɺΤʙ㆛ᆯˑ㓯ȶⳆۊ
㆛ⅶᆯബᤄ⯜ȯ˟༆ʀᔌ߱Ⳗ⠗᱿̳ٴሳરҚ

ƦImmaterial #63 - 2002

evolve these in to new representations, the manner in which
I now work relies far less on a recording of existing light
and shape and is a consequence of how I enforce certain

߸̫Ⴧ˟ሷ᱿૾ᘜԻŊߌᔍⳇʬሳᆯ˟ᯍ

appearances upon my subject matter. With a camera and

ʁሱሷ⎟⬶᱿̳ٴȯ˟᧚Ӳ۹ᔊơIn Darkness

darkroom this is possibly a longer process than for example

VisibleƢ᱿ Verse I ŊߌᣅⳆ₇Ӭଃ˟ᆯɺΤᏎञ

a painter.

᱿ྏŊߌᣅᆯಙ㋧᱿㆛ቨŊ˟༼Ҙʴ

dpi : Which work (or series of works) is your favorite or the

⥓घᆹ⿵૪㊹ሚ҆᱿⳧Ễȯ˟⦓ᣅⲿ⳧ᄲ̤ㄊل

most special for you? Would you share the experience with

᱿Ի⸇ʁ༪ӷᅘ⦝⤵ᆯബ⸅⣬᱿Ŋᆹ˟ဏӷ

us?
Nicholas : Each series as it evolves is of primary interest
ƦIn Darkness Visible (Verse I) #17 - 2007

ƦImmaterial #15 - 2001

ƦImmaterial #5 - 2002

日常生活物件的非物質化
≟⦹ӷơImmaterialƢⳆ₇Ӭ̳ٴŊHughes ⦦
Ⳇ₇Ӭ̳͗׆ٴɺআ᱿Ჿ᱿ᆯ⤐ૣ⣫ᅞʑ

dpi : Tell us about the “Immaterial.” What’s the material you

the morning’s first rays cast upon the subtle folds of curtain

use in this series and why do you call it “Immaterial”?

fabric, created the same sensory feeling of hypnotic trance

Nicholas : The word ‘Immaterial’ refers to a lack of concern

like enchantment as I had found whilst looking at the skies

᱿Ἔ’ŊΩ᱿Լ⋱͗׆ᆯぁ⃑҆ℬŊ̟ិិ⩐

with consumerism or material wealth and an engagement

above the city or at the sea in earlier studies. For me the

ໞ߱ҊȮྐྵྯʴቊቋ҆ഛ᱿ᇓ⩽ȯ˟ሯ߱

with matters more spiritual, more significant to our growth

elevation of the everyday (in this case domestic interiors)

as people. Much of the world’s problems are aspects of

to a platform of contemplation seemed appropriate as the

greed, those not engaged by the ‘need’ to continuously

wider world appeared devoid of reason.

˫ㅷᛵ᱿҆ℬřര͗˟আ̳߱ٴʑྐྵྯⳕ⳼᭔

consume more are suffering the consequences of those

Although initially my investigations were of curtains hung to

ࣀ᱿҆ℬŊЭᆯഺ㋧ᦷᢇ┛ʁ͗᱿҆Ŋ≛ᆯᅽ

that are.

keep out the light in Western homes they gradually became

Moving to live in a high rise building for a two-year period

a constructed use of cloth hung in a variety of ambient

had a profound effect upon the manner in which I was

light conditions. Through the availability of subject matter

able to study the continual vagaries of light across the city.

on an everyday basis I was able to bring a great degree

As my vision gradually progressed I grew accustomed to

of intensity to the study, leading to a gradually reductive

the constant enormity of high-rise vistas and my attentions

process in common with abstraction from the everyday

turned to the play of light upon my more immediate

world of appearances.

ɺΤ㋧ᐵʑ̦ʴқ౺ŊᛖԀ߸⤐ૣࡆఱʑˀザ

ᇏὮɺⳬἊⲿἜ’↹ℋ༼⳧͗᱿െ҆ȯ˟ᱹⳆ
ˀ҆ℬЭᏎʴқ౺˟߱㋧ᐵʑ⤐ૣ᱿ࡆఱ҆
ℬŊỚ᳖┮टἇᆹ⤌ӷ᱿දญȯߌᔍ˟ⲿ
⳧ཞჶἜ’⎞҆ŊྐྵྯⳆΤ͗⎊ᅺᮝᙙ㋧ಙ᱿
Ӑ⣶Ŋଭ߱҆ᇓʑ⡕ଭḻӛ͗᱿ሩ૰ೊ᱿ʊ

surroundings. Observing that light falling upon the walls and

᮹ȯ
ơImmaterialƢⳆΤờ྆᱿ᆯぜᚉ⫄ʙ∑⎞
⫨⪮Ŋ⎐ԻᅠⲲᖣṘଶᓝʀˀଃໟΩໞ
ᣅːሩ⸅⣬᱿〦⼫ȯߌᔍ˟⥶ߧⲿ⳧ᅺᮝᙙ
ʑΈ᱿ٴŊ㋧ಙ߸ྐྵྯΩȮが̥ỚΈ
᱿ᇒŊ͐ᅺᮝᙙʊ᮹᱿ᑂ⪝དྷ⩽ջȮڏ
ણջȯ˟⦓ᣅⳆΤʊ᮹ठघۊ㆛ᆯӛᅠ⪶ᖣŊⲲ
ᖣˀӛᅠൕ⣬᱿ᚉ⫄ףሳⳍໞ⩕⎊నט᱿
ኞȯ
ƦIn Darkness Visible\In Darkness Visible (Verse II) #6 - 2007

14

2009

| dpi

ƦIn Darkness Visible 3 (Verse II) 2006

ƦIn Darkness Visible (Verse I) #15 - 2007

dpi

| 2009
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重返自然，打破麻木的視覺慣性
⦹ӷჶഛʑሱߔザ᱿ⵒ˷ŊHughes ⦓ᣅᆯᮢɺỚȵⱧ⤐᳖≛ȶ᱿ᅞೣ⦦⥔ȯ˟ԡ̳ӛ͗᱿⥓घ
ഛЭⵣ߱༌ᶝ⤐≛᱿⣶⤌∳Ŋྒྷ߱⬢ُ᱿⣶⤌ષ㊹൸ᯆ᱿ቺ⣫ȯ˟⦦Ŋ߱ɺΤʊ᮹
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dpi : What do you care about the most when you are photographing? And what is the most difficult for you when you are
working?
Nicholas : In a world where every inch is already documented or satellite accessible it is important to review that which
resides on our doorstep. This reviewing of my immediate surroundings examines the plasticity that can be engaged
through the camera, as well as reducing my environmental impact significantly - by not chasing the far off and exotic.
American philosopher Henry David Thoreau believed that wildness held the key to the preservation of the world. Our
materialistic culture has paid scant regard to the depletion of the natural environment. As we have becoming increasingly
disconnected from what is left of our manicured ‘natural’ spaces I do not believe we have benefited. People seek to
alienate themselves from their surroundings through the increased use of mobile technology whist all the while divorcing
them from reality.
Mine is a mournful sensory response to the resources on which we are ultimately dependent both physically and spiritually.
I am angry at the sidelining and showcasing of nature. How long before ‘Tree Museums’ are a reality? The difficulty is
saying these things in a manner that does not turn an audience away. There are many images of destroyed habitats that
are ignored through over-saturation – it is more challenging for me to create a thoughtful response both in the manner in
which I wrestle with analogue processes and through that which I strive to say.

從步行可達的距離開始

dpi : What do you usually do in your leisure time?
Nicholas : Usually reading or surfing - the Atlantic not the
web!

Hughes 說，他平常的時間通常要不是在閱讀
就是在亂逛──是在大西洋上遨遊而不是在
網路上。他最近正在進行的新作是一個叫做
ƦField (Verse III) #3 - 2009

entitled ‘Field’ – for this series I have refined my approach
to the extent that I have made works in this three section
distance of the location that I have chosen in which to
live specifically for this purpose. I have left the city of

置開始進行思考看起來是一個很有用的起點，

London and moved as far west in the UK as I can in order
to examine what remains of the natural environment.
We have changed so much the manner in which we

此 Field 是一個象徵，是一個自遠古而來的路

inhabit the world that it seemed a useful starting point

徑，描述了我們是從一個森林的棲居者演化到

to consider our current position. The field is symbolic

處聽到，藝術家必須跟世界區隔來，才能比較

of our ancient passage from a forest dwelling species
to our current role as land management custodians.
Somewhere recently I have read that artists need to be

好地觀察這個世界。所以接下來他希望可以找

apart from the world in order better to observe it. Next

一個新的地方去住一陣子或者工作，也許就去

I would like to find somewhere new to live and work –

遠東吧！
ƦField (Verse I) #4 - 2008

(I refer to these as verses) series only within walking

距離中進行拍攝創作。他說，對當下所在的位

現在這種只據守在平地上的過程。他最近在某

| dpi

Nicholas : I am currently completing a new series of work

個系列，特定選擇了一個地點，從倫敦市中心

而且我們也已經習慣棲居在這樣的世界中。因

2009

you please share what you plan next with us?

“Field”的系列，為了這個主題他已經做了三
搬到英國的最西邊，並且只在步行可以到達的
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dpi : What have you been working on recently? Or would

ƦField (Verse I) #1 - 2008

conceivably in the Far East!

ƦField (Verse I) #3 - 2008
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